New Teaching Opportunity

TLT (Teaching and Learning Technologies) and CRIC (Classroom Improvement Committee) have collaborated to design a brand new teaching space designed especially for small group collaborative work.

**Capacity**

- 4 collaboration pods, each with seating for 8 students (32 total)
- Soft seating collaboration area with 6 student capacity
- Center podium for instructor

**Displays**

- Each collaboration pod is equipped with a 65" display monitor
- Two main 70" display monitors are located at the front of the room

**Inputs for Presentation Technology**

- HDMI, VGA and 3.5 mm audio inputs are located at each collaboration pod
- Two main 70" display monitors are located at center podium
- Each collaboration pod is equipped with a Lync videoconferencing system

**Functionality**

- Instructor can present to main display monitors, all display monitors, or just one pod’s monitor
- Pod display monitors can be used separately at each station for group work
- Each pod can present to all room monitors when sharing with the entire class
- Pods can videoconference with offsite participants via Lync
- Each pod’s Lync conversation can be displayed on all room screens

**Design Elements**

With added technology, students can connect in new ways. The ability to share presentations easily makes this room ideal for small group collaboration.

**FOR MORE INFORMATION**

If you have a class that would work well in this room and are interested in teaching here, send an email to scheduling@sa.utah.edu with COLLABORATIVE TEACHING in the subject line. Include the term, subject and catalog number for your class. Space is limited.

You can also arrange to tour the facility or get more information regarding the technical capabilities of this space by calling 801-585-7134 or emailing classhelp@utah.edu

**Get Students Together**

Want to provide your students the framework to really make teamwork possible? MBH 212 is the perfect place to open the discussion and allow students to share their research with the entire class.